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About this Study
Intershop commissioned this study in order to gain insight into the changing nature of commerce in Europe, across both the online
and offline retail experience. In particular, Intershop wanted to see how successfully retailers were adapting to deliver consistent
experiences across their online and offline stores, whether and how they were using analytics to bring more intelligence to the
shopping experience, and what their ambitions and challenges were for the years ahead.

Research Methodology
The research was conducted by Vanson Bourne, a specialist, technology focused market research agency. Vanson Bourne interviewed
310 senior IT and business decision makers from retailers with annual online revenues ranging from £1 million to more than £100
million, in April and May 2012. Sixty interviews were conducted in each of the following countries; UK, France, Germany, Nordics
while 35 were conducted each in Italy and Benelux.
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The Retail Landscape Today
The growth of online
In spite of the prevailing economic conditions, more than half of European retailers are confident they will see growth in their online
operations this year. 4/10 (43%) of those with an existing online presence expect to see this presence grow, while 11% expect to sell
even more online than through their physical stores.

COMPANY’S VISION FOR ONLINE RETAILING
43%

Is a key growth area for us

20%

Replicates store content and targeting

18%

It’s just one of our channels to market

11%

We expect to sell more online than through physical stores

6%

We are still new to the idea of online retailing

2%

We are and will remain exclusively online

This confidence is strongest in Benelux, the UK and Italy, where more than half of retailers in each country say that online is a key
growth market for them. Germany by contrast is the least optimistic, with only 30% of retailers expecting to see growth in online.
Jochen Moll, Member and Spokesman of the Board of Management at Intershop explains:

“

Two out of the three top German and European challenges center around the problem to present an identical
customer experience of the same quality across all channels (63%) with mobile commerce being perceived as
the deal maker or breaker for future e-commerce. An increasingly crowded and fast paced marketplace adds the
need to create an online shopping experience that genuinely differentiates their brands with often still limited
tool sets to tackle these problems. While these challenges might have an influence on why only 30% of German
retailers with an online presence expect e-commerce to be a key area of growth (43% across Europe), Germans
are also among the most optimistic when it comes to the question if sales and conversions can be boosted by
addressing these challenges.

”
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An increasingly crowded and fast paced
“marketplace
adds the need to create an online
shopping experience that genuinely differentiates
their brands with often still limited tool sets to
tackle these problems.

”

COMPANY’S VISION FOR ONLINE RETAILING, BROKEN DOWN BY COUNTRY
52%

54%

51%
42%

38%
30%
18%

13%

12%

10%

6%

3%
UK

France

Is a key growth area for us

Germany

Nordics

Italy

Benelux

We expect to sell more online than through physical stores

The power of the website
Perhaps unsurprising given the confidence that retailers have in online, the majority of European retailers recognise the critical
role that their website plays in their sales success, and the how the experience a consumer has on their website has the ability to
influence the consumer’s purchasing habits. 74% recognise that a website can influence what their customers buy, 73% influencing
whether they return and 72% how much they buy.

HOW EXPERIENCE ON A RETAILER’S WEBSITE CAN INFLUENCE THE CONSUMER
74%

Online retailers who
believe they can
Influence what
consumers buy

73%

Online retailers who
believe they can
influence whether
consumers return

72%

Online retailers who
believe they can
influence how much
consumers buy

There is a direct correlation between those retailers who expect to sell more online and their belief in the power of the website to
influence. Those retailers who expect to sell more online are more likely to report that their website can influence what a consumer
buys (86%), whether they return (91%) and how much they buy (89%).
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ONLINE RETAILERS WITH DIFFERENT LEVELS OF EXPERIENCE THINK THAT CONSUMERS
WILL BE INFLUENCED DIFFERENTLY WHEN VISITING THEIR WEBSITE
91%

86%
72%

67%

Online retailers who believe
they can influence what
consumers buy

Online retailers who expect
to sell more online than
through physical stores

89%
73%

78%

Online retailers who believe
they can influence whether
consumers return

Online retailers who see
online retail as a key
growth area

69%

67%

Online retailers who believe
they can influence how much
consumers buy

Online retailers who
are still new to the idea
of online retailing

Interestingly, while retailers who expect to sell more online than in physical stores are the most confident in all of the above aspects, it
is noticeable that those retailers who have the least experience in online retailing are more convinced that their website can influence
whether a consumer returns (78%), than they are about the website’s power to influence what (67%) and how much (67%) consumers buy.
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What makes a good website
When asked about the relative importance of different features of a website – from easy product management, powerful
merchandising to managed shipping configuration – the vast majority of features were considered important by at least half of the
European retailers surveyed. Easy product management was considered the most important feature (recognised by 71% of those
surveyed), followed by powerful merchandising and intuitive page management (both 67%).

FEATURES REGARDED AS IMPORTANT FOR MANAGING AN ONLINE STORE

71%

Easy product management
Powerful merchandising

67%

Intuitive page management

67%
64%

Real time storefront design and editing
Time-triggered events

59%

Segmentation

59%

Undertake continual testing and optimisation

58%

Manage shipping configuration

58%
53%

Self-service targeted test creation

51%

Create almost limitless promotions

48%

Integrated flexible A/B testing

Integrated A/B testing, by which retailers can trial different marketing approaches to controlled groups in order to revise and
improve their marketing strategies, is considered important to nearly half (48%) of European retailers, however many other features
are considered more important.
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Jochen Moll, Intershop: “A/B testing is a very powerful tool for retailers. However it has in the past been very difficult to implement
well. We expect to see this figure increase over the next few years as retailers find more effective ways of implementing A/B testing.”
More than eight in 10 retailers expecting to sell more online than through physical stores consider intuitive page management (83%)
and powerful merchandising (83%) to be the most important features when managing their online stores – significantly more than
in the other groups.

ONLINE RETAILERS WITH DIFFERENT LEVELS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE DIFFERENT
OPINIONS ABOUT IMPORTANT FEATURES FOR THEIR STORES
83%

83%
67%

67%

67%

Those who think powerful merchandising
is an important feature
Online retailers who expect
to sell more online than
through physical stores

72%

Those who think intuitive page
management is an important feature
Online retailers who see
online retail as a key
growth area
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Online retailers who
are still new to the idea
of online retailing

The growing use of data
and analytics in retail
Real-time data and analytics is playing an increasingly important role in e-commerce, a trend that is reflected across Europe and the
strongest among those who are focusing on online retail. Those retailers who expect to sell more online than through physical stores
are the most likely to recognise the importance of being able to monitor websites and respond in real-time (97%) followed by those
who see online retail as a key area of growth (95%). Those who are still new to the idea of online retailing are least likely to be aware
of the benefits that monitoring websites and responding in real-time can bring (61%).

% OF ONLINE RETAILERS WHO REGARD MONITORING AND RESPONDING
IN REAL-TIME AS IMPORTANT, SPLIT BY ONLINE EXPERIENCE/OUTLOOK
97%

95%

61%

Those who expect to sell more online
than through physical stores and think
monitoring and responding in real-time
is important

Those who consider online retail as a key
growth area and think monitoring and
responding in real-time is important

Those who are still new to the idea of
online retailing and think monitoring
and responding in real-time is important

However, while newer online retailers are less convinced by the importance of real-time data, they are more likely to view using
website analytics as a means to boost sales conversion rates and basket values than those who expect to sell more online than
through physical stores (62% vs. 35%). This suggests that experienced retailers may be becoming complacent and tend to rely more
on their knowledge and gut instinct, rather than making the most of the new technology that can do this for them.
Reflecting new retailers’ bias for newer technology, newer online retailers (38%) are less likely to believe that being better able to
manage brand and marketing consistency would boost sales conversions and basket values than those who expect to sell more
online than through physical stores (46%). This suggests that new online retailers are less likely to boost sales through conventional
marketing methods and instead use more modern online tools and analytics to boost sales.
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“

The evidence suggests that established retailers are more likely to be ‘stuck in their ways’ and less likely
to turn to website analytics as a means of boosting sales. While they do recognise that real-time monitoring
of their website is important, we suspect this is more borne out of experience when websites were previously
much less responsive to change. For newer online retailers who have only ever experienced modern,
responsive website designs this simply doesn’t cross their radar. They should not take website responsive for
granted however. The more established retailers on the other hand would do well to learn more about the
analytics tools available to them.
Jochen Moll, Intershop

”
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Retailers’ challenges and ambitions
Most online retailers (84%) believe that they could easily boost sales conversions and basket values if they were able to overcome
existing challenges and difficulties with managing their online stores. A number of factors stand out among online retailers as
significant challenges to, or opportunities for, securing future growth in the future.

Delivering a consistent brand across all channels
Almost all retailers currently operate a hybrid model of online and offline (only 2% of those retailers surveyed operate exclusively
online), so having a consistent experience across both channels is crucial for European retailers. Half of retailers (49%) agree that
the ability to consistently market across all channels will boost sales conversions and basket values. Coping with time sensitive/
seasonal changes (i.e. Creating product bundles and offerings that are timely and relevant) is the next biggest challenge, with
48% of retailers agreeing.

% OF ONLINE RETAILERS ACKNOWLEDGING THAT THE FEATURES
LISTED WILL BOOST SALES CONVERSIONS AND BASKET VALUES

49%

Consistently marketing promotions across all channels

Coping with time sensitive/seasonal changes - creating product
bundles and offerings that are timely and relevant

48%

40%

Manage content and product attributes to achieve content relevancy

Using analytics to identify cross channel behaviours to ensure
product is differentiated, targeted and relevant to customers

35%

34%

Managing brand and marketing consistency for each device/screen

30%

Testing creative execution for usability, relevance and customer preferences
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Conquering mobile
Mastering mobile commerce is the top challenge for European retailers, with almost two thirds (65%) saying that online retailers that
can conquer the challenge of mobile commerce will prevail. The next most significant challenge for online retailers was the rising
difficulty of intelligently managing their product portfolio as their inventory grows (55%). Reflecting the previous point that being
able to consistently market across channels would boost sales conversions and basket values, nearly half (48%) of online retailers say
that executing a genuinely identical customer experience across all channels is beyond most online retailers.

CHALLENGES TO ONLINE RETAILING: THE % OF ONLINE RETAILERS THAT SHARE THESE VIEWS

65%

Online retailers that can conquer the challenge of mobile commerce will prevail

The more content (product categories) the online store has, the
more difficult it is to manage that content rapidly and intelligently

55%

Executing a genuinely identical customer experience
across all channels is beyond most online retailers

48%

Online retailers typically don’t have the team resources to refresh
or personalise content as often as they would ideally wish

To embrace social media into the online mix, retailers must give away some control
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47%

38%

Mastering mobile commerce is the top challenge
for European retailers, with almost two thirds (65%)
saying that online retailers that can conquer the
challenge of mobile commerce will prevail.

The challenge of implementing A/B testing
Online retailers are most likely to report that integrated, flexible A/B testing is something that they currently cannot do (58% agree).
A similar amount (56%) find it difficult to use self-service targeted test creation when managing their online stores. In fact, with the
exception of easy product management (47%) and powerful merchandising (46%), over half of online retailers struggle with each
of the options listed.

CHALLENGES TO ONLINE RETAILING: THE % OF ONLINE RETAILERS THAT SHARE THESE VIEWS

58%

Integrated flexible A/B testing

56%

Self-service targeted test creation
Segmentation

55%

Manage shipping configuration

55%

Intuitive page management

55%

Undertake continual testing and optimisation

55%
47%

Easy product management

46%

Powerful merchandising

Jochen Moll, Intershop:

“

With newer retailers demonstrating a stronger bias towards less conventional, more data-driven marketing
methods than the more established players, being unable to conduct A/B testing must be a significant frustration
for them. Those who can overcome this challenge and combine seamless A/B testing with their existing datadriven analysis of their customers’ behaviour will reap significant rewards.

”
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Closing remarks
by Jochen Moll, Intershop

“

It is reassuring to see such confidence in the growth of the European e-commerce market, with nearly half of retailers

expecting to see growth in their e-commerce operations this year. However, in such a fast moving sector, retailers aren’t without their
challenges. With almost all retailers operating both online and offline environments, delivering a consistent customer experience
remains a significant challenge for them. Mobile too is called out as a major opportunity to those who can master it. This trend
reflects what we have seen in the market, whereby retailers are looking for ways to deliver a consistent retail experience across
multiple channels, be it online, offline, mobile and even through their call centres. Taking control of multiple channels is clearly a
priority for retailers today.
The drive for more data-driven analytics and ‘intelligence’ also reflects the growing maturity of the e-commerce sector. This is
particularly evident with retailers’ views of A/B testing, where nearly half (48%) say that A/B testing is important to them, yet a higher
number (58%) say they are struggling to implement it. By providing an evidence-based means of continually tweaking and revising
marketing strategies until they are as effective as they can be, A/B testing is a particularly powerful tool for e-commerce retailers.
Those retailers who can seamlessly integrate A/B testing into their websites will gain a significant advantage over their competitors.
It has become obvious in the study, to what degree retailers struggle today with both strategies and tools to cope with their fast
changing business. Retailers need to have full control over their online business today without having to enlist the help of web
developers or programmers. At the same time e-commerce managers need to be sure that their technical infrastructure is ready
for upcoming potential. With a powerful e-commerce platform in place they can create and develop their individual multichannel
concept independent from technical limitations. Our latest e-commerce platform Intershop 7 is such a strong tool for the ever
faster changing market of e-commerce enabling retailers to capitalize today on mobile commerce and to overcome the challenges
highlighted in this research. The study assures our customers and us at Intershop to have the right view and answers for the
e-commerce business.
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